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ABSTRACT: This poster describes a work in progress (WIP) research project that will explore
the way students merge and summarize multiple information sources. The experiment
examines the effect of merging digital versus analog texts on the digital writing process, the
quality of the written outcomes, and the level of plagiarism in summaries written by students.
The project incorporates a novel writing analytics approach that uses a logger which tracks not
only keystrokes and timestamps, but also their impact on the evolving text, allowing an indepth analysis of writing and editing processes. The study contributes to the writing analytics
literature by improving our understanding of multiple information source integration and of
plagiarism in student writing, as well as by offering a novel method to track and analyze
computer-based writing processes.
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1

MERGING AND SUMMARIZING MUTLIPLE INFORMATION SOURCES

One of the top skills required by participants in the knowledge economy is that of reading multiple
information sources and creating a new document that integrates these information sources in a
coherent and effective manner (Barzilai, Zohar, & Mor-Hagani, 2018). A study of this skill intersects
with several research themes related to reading and writing, including research on the differences
between reading from paper versus from digital sources (e.g. Fortunati & Vincent, 2014; Mangen,
Walgermo, & Brønnick, 2013), research on the cognitive and metacognitive processes that are
associated with these integration tasks (Barzilai & Zohar, 2012), research on writing processes and
their evaluation (e.g. Shibani, Knight, & Shum, 2018), and research on academic integrity in the use of
information sources (e.g. Blau & Eshet-Alkalai, 2017).

2

RESEARCH QUESTIONS

The study described in this WIP poster is an experiment that requires participants to merge and
summarize three texts into a single coherent digital text. The study explores three research questions:
a. Are there differences between the processes of creating a summary document from digital
sources versus paper-based information sources?
b. Are there differences between the quality of outcomes - a summary document from digital
sources versus paper-based information sources?
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c. Is there a difference in the extent of plagiarism between creating a summary document from
digital sources versus paper-based information sources?

3

EDIT-TRACKING KEYSTROKE LOGGER

A unique keystroke logger is currently under development in order to study the writing process of the
participants in the study. Like a regular keystroke logger, this logger tracks every keystroke performed
by users as they type within an HTML window. Furthermore, with each keystroke (both down-stroke
and up-stroke) the logger also records the text that is in the HTML window when the keystroke
occurred. These timestamped records are then exported in a json file which contains a highly detailed
record of the writing process. This json file is then analyzed using scripts that identify the various
writing and editing activities performed by the users.

4

THE EXPERIMENT

In the experiment, sixty participants will be recruited and randomly assigned into two groups. Both
groups will be asked to merge and summarize three identical texts, either digital (group A) or paper
based (group B). Both groups will perform the merging using the logger described in section 3 above.
The three RQs will be explored by analyzing the writing process as well as the resultant text written
by the participants. This novel writing analytics approach contributes to our understanding of multiple
information source integration, of digital versus paper-based reading and writing, and of student
plagiarism. It also presents a novel method for tracking and analyzing computer-based writing
processes.
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